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The Three Reliances
An examination of static social capital within communities

Abstract

The purpose of this poster is to propose a theoretical framework and its models. The Three Reliances is a proposed system of knowledge that presents three pillars of support of a rural community can become reliant on when the means to obtain social capital becomes static. The pillars of support are churches, private capital and Internet. When a community develops without a community center or an effective alternative static social capital increases. The pillars of support are churches, private capital and Internet. The Three Reliances are the stakeholders. (Political) Self Actualization needs must first be addressed to begin consideration of self actualization. It is ignored because of how many other actualization needs are not met. The important point is that the Three Reliances will be in advantageous situations to relieve the needs of other community members. Needs are the stakeholders. (Political) It is not an exhaustive model but demonstrates these connections. The model also helps to understand the complexity of the needs, with fulfillment at the center and the proposition that community centers address this need.

Phase 2-3

The initial research question asked, “Why is Hays Kansas without a community center?” The short hand answer was, infrastructure. Because there was already a library and a number of other services that community center would otherwise provide. The short hand answer was, infrastructure. Due to the two recreational sites, the necessity for a community center had yet to be determined. Therefore, the original question was rephrased to better understand an answer to the original question. The new question was, “Why is a community center needed in Hays Kansas?”

Phase 4-5

By, Jacob Besser
Sponsored by Dr. Zollinger

Phase of Research

The Three Reliances is a proposed theory that developed from a two-year project that began in 2018 and ended in 2020. The project was performed using a five step plan and was considered complete once the compiled research was able to reliably support the hypotheses and resulting findings and observations from such hypotheses. Project data was created by using a method of statement/self ties and will be in advantageous situations to relieve the needs of other community members. Individuals who have self-actualized will have greater social mobility within their communities and will be in advantageous situations to relieve the needs of other community members. Qualities of self-actualized members are commonly practiced in communities with both an effective and efficient community center. How a member of a community meets their self-actualized needs is dependent on what community engagement programs exist.

Models

Figure 1

Needs that are core to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and how the Three Reliances address varying needs. It is not an exhaustive model but demonstrates these connections. The model also helps to understand the complexity of the needs, with fulfillment at the center and the proportion that community centers address this need.

Figure 2

A simple model used to visualize the Three Reliances and their connection to rural community.

Conclusions

The initial research question asked, “Why is Hays without a community center?” The short hand answer was, infrastructure. Because there was already a library and a number of other services that community center would otherwise provide. The short hand answer was, infrastructure. Due to the two recreational sites, the necessity for a community center had yet to be determined. Therefore, the original question was rephrased to better understand an answer to the original question. The new question was, “Why is a community center needed in Hays Kansas?”
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